
 

Fellow modelers-- 
 Wow!  I can't believe that our 
contest is THIS WEEK!  Seems to come 
up faster every year. 

We need everyone's help to 
make this year's contest as successful 
as in the past--registration, judging, and 
making our guests feel welcome.  Your 
contest has a very good reputation in 
the area, and we definitely want to 
keep it up!  This year is shaping up 
great--we have twenty vendor tables 
sold, and will have modelers from as 
far away as Texas and Colorado.   

We will dedicate our monthly 
meeting this week (that's one week 
earlier than normal!) to any last minute 
details that need to be addressed, plus 
our yearly Judging demo.  If you have-
n't ever judged a contest, give it a try 
on Saturday!  We can put you in a team 
of experienced modelers who will be 
glad to show you the ropes.  I know 
that when I started judging, it made me 
a better modeler.  Again, the club 
meeting is this week on Wednesday at 
7 PM at the Leavenworth public library. 

We will 
be able to set up 
our contest area 
on Friday after-
noon.  We will 
meet at the ven-
ue (the Heritage 
Center) at 2:00 
PM, and we usu-
ally get done in 
less than two 
hours.  This 
puts us miles 
ahead for Sat-
urday morning;  
we are lucky to be able to get in for set-
up the day before. If you can spare an 
hour or two on Friday afternoon, please 
come by and pitch in. 
 Speaking of great contests, the 
West Central Missouri IPMS chapter put 
on a great one last month in KC.  Huge 
turnout, great raffle, and lots of vendors.  
We had several members walk away 
with hardware at the end. 
 
See you Wednesday at the meeting! 
Shane Curtis 

Shane  Curtis 

“Wěidà Lǐngxiù Zhǔxí “ 
The Great Leader Chairman 
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Last meeting recap 

 The 19 August meeting had a smaller than usual turn-out, but a 

good number of models on the table.  We discussed the final coor-

dination for the contest, our treasury, and spending  trophies and 

had a few new visitors, including Bill Barker from KC Slammers and 

Javier, an international officer from Columbia who is at Ft Leaven-

worth for a year of schooling.  The demo was by Steve Holden on 

techniques for dio-

ramas.  

Top right: The 

models on the table 

for this month’s 

Show What Ya’ 

Brung. 

Left:  Ron Denning continues to build large and inter-

estingly displayed models. This time it is the B-52 and 

chase plane ready to launch the X-15 test flight. He 

started with the Monogram 1:72 B-52 with an Academy 

F-100 chase plane.  The bright colors of the test aircraft 

really helps the display stand out.   

 

Bottom right:  Rick Brownlee brought in a Romanian I

-16 Type 29.  The base really sets off the model, and he 

told the story of the contest when he was told the air-

craft wasn’t marked as he displayed it— so he had the 

photographic proof with him! 



 

 Donations for School of New Beginnings, Lansing, Kansas 

 Tim Fincham and Doug Hall are accepting donations for The School of New Beginnings Plastic Model Build-

ing Differentiated Education Program.  They accept kits you do not intend to build, old built models or “clunkers” 

that you have, parts of all kinds and supplies.  Please give to Doug Hall or Tim Fincham at the meetings.   

 New Beginnings works with students K – 12  with learning disorders, emotional challenges, and some have 

been trouble with the law.  Plastic modeling provides an opportunity to be creative and keep hands busy with a me-

dium that is new to many of them. 
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Request for Assistance  

Last meeting recap : 

Right:  Ed “If Its Unusual, I’ll Build It” Bur-

gess brought a few items.  First was one of the 

M109s that he reviewed for Armorama primed 

and ready for painting (see his review here).  He 

also brought his kitbashed Red Racer, primed and 

painted and waiting for the final touches.  He also discussed the Styntez pri-

mer he uses and advantages of it.  He recently had two more reviews pub-

lished in Armorama and is waiting for a third to go through the editing pro-

cess.  

 

Bottom:  Bill Baker visited us from the KC Slammers.  He had 

a ZZ Top Eliminator in what is known as “Ohio suede” finish.  It 

was built from a AMT ‘40 Ford Coupe with NY plates for his 

childhood home.  He also showed the club a B-17  Flying For-

tress silhouette he was given by a WWII vet.  Made of Bakerlite, 

a 1940s era plastic, it was used by the US Army Air Forces to 

train soldiers to identify enemy and friendly aircraft. Hope he 

can continue attending! 

http://www.armorama.com/modules.php?op=modload&name=Reviews&file=index&req=showcontent&id=12506


 

 

Thoughts taken out of context: 

“The new club polo shirts 

are here!  The new polo 

shirts are here! The new 

club polo shirts are here!”  

 

Excited newsletter editor announcing that 

the club polo shirts have arrived.    
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August Meeting recap continued  

 Left:  JW Dirske decided to 

work on a nearly out of the box 

build, and did a 1:72 F4F-4 Wild-

cat by Academy. He added a PE 

set, and painted it for a ASW-1 

aircraft in the North Atlantic.  

Right:  Brooks Lyles brought in one of his 

Michael Roberts, Ltd figures, this one Lt 

Ephraim Corey from Prescott’s Regiment at 

Bunker Hill in 1775.  

  

 

Bottom: Doug Hall has a hankering for 

building unusual subjects, and this is his Area 

51 spacecraft.   
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Meeting recap continued  

Left and below: After finally finishing 

a model last month,  Mark Gerges 

started another long, involved pro-

ject— this one Pegasus model’s 

Nautilus with a PE set and lighting. 

Since so much of the interior will be 

seen, he will make vacuformed windows for the main salon.  

He is also add-

ing diving planes 

and twin brass 

screws, rescued 

from the USS 

Kidd project.   

 

 

 

 

Right: Steve Holden was the 

August demo, with a variety of 

plaster and resin buildings.  His 

demo included tips on preparing 

and working with plastic and 

removing pour plugs from resin 

castings.  
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What’s on your Workbench? 

From Ed Burgess: Nearly every-
one who will read this is old enough 
to remember SeaQuest DSV, a 
1990‘s television sci-fi series star-
ring Roy Scheider (before Jaws) 
and Ted Raimi (before Xena) 
among others.  Created by Rockne 

S. O’Bannon 
(before 
Farscape).  There 
were 57 deriva-
tive episodes over 
three unimagina-
tive years.  Star 

Trek without the vision. 
 Regardless, in 1994 Monogram put out mod-
els of three vehicles, the SeaQuest submarine itself, 
a smaller vehicle called the Stinger, and the Deep 
Ocean Transport.  I found a mint kit of the transport 
at the WCMO show and could not resist starting on 
it. 
 As far as the engineering of the kit goes, it’s 
typical of the lower class of Monogram prod-
ucts.  Serious mold lines, sink marks, very little de-

tail.  The bed of the “pickup” is molded in clear plas-
tic to make it look sorta kinda like the mesh of the 
TV version.  Not great.   Still, give Monogram credit 
for making a kit out of a rather cool vehicle from a 
failed series.  It could have been a model of My 
Mother the Car. 
 So the first thing I did was toss the horrible 
clear panels and replace them with some aluminum 
mesh from Michaels.  Of course this required re-

building the entire bed, as you can see in the pic-
tures.  Not that hard, given that it’s all straight 
lines.  Had to cut out the floor and replace the struc-
tural members.  There was a lot of smoothing and 
sanding to get the various bits more or less up to my 
admittedly lax standards.  It needs some greeblies 
to make it look vaguely realistic, maybe some con-
trol levers, latches, wires, tubes, who knows? 
 The crew compartment is a ball with a seat 
inside.  No figures pro-
vided, which given the 
rest of the kit is no 
doubt a blessing.  Not 
much in the way of de-
tail, and the clear win-
dows show the inside 
all too well.  More to 
come there.  The kit 
says it is 1/32 which 
looks about right.  Of 
course I have lots 
of !/35 figures, and real-
ly one of them ought to do, behind the windows. 
 I’m going to try to light up the headlights.   I 
have a cheap lighting set with four LEDs that ought 
to work.   
 So a good deal left to do.  A week of concen-
trated construction would do it, if only my attention 
would not wan-
der.  Stay 
tuned. 
 



  Further Tips on Using Apoxy Sculpt Put-

ty 

 A number of model builders I know use 

the two part putty from Aves Studio in 

Wisconsin. Their web site address is: 

www.avesstudio.com. I’ve been using 

Apoxy Sculpt for over 15 years, and per-

sonally think it is the best putty out there 

for hobbyists. And it has all kinds of uses 

besides filling seams on a model.  

     You may recall that the IPMS/USA National Convention in 

2006 was held in Kansas City. While I was at the Convention 

I attended a demonstration taught by Anders Heintz, a fine 

artist and exceptional 

figure modeler and 

sculptor. He stressed 

that when smoothing 

out Apoxy Sculpt on a 

surface that it was not 

good to moisten your 

fingers in water. And 

I’d been doing just that 

for a number of years. 

He uses hand or body 

lotion instead. Once I 

tried it, I realized it 

was so much better 

than water. With wa-

ter, the putty some-

times, at the edges, 

breaks up into little 

pieces, and requires extra work. So you may want to try that 

idea if you’re not already familiar with it. (See enclosed pho-

tos of not only Anders Heintz, but of the two 8 ounce con-

tainers of gray and white putty) Unlike some other two part 

putties, you do not have to make both parts exactly equal. I 

usually add more of the hardner gray putty so that the mix 

hardens quicker. Also regarding shelf life. The current supply 

of Apoxy Sculpt on my shelf is over 5 years old, and still quite 

pliable!  

     In the photo also, please notice that wooden dowel rod. I 

was taught about 

using Apoxy Sculpt 

for making clothing 

on a figure from a 

British sculptor I 

met on the internet. 

You start with a 

piece of wax paper. 

Shake an amount of 

talcum or baby pow-

der on the sheet of 

wax paper, and 

spread it out. Then 

put a good sized dab of Apoxy Sculpt on the pow-

dered sheet of wax paper. Next however, be sure 

to spread some powder on the dowel rod as well. 

Then you start rolling out the Apoxy Sculpt with 

the dowel rod until it is flat enough re thickness for 

the pieces you want to cut out of it with your hob-

by knife. Before attaching this rolled out section to 

your figure (or where ever you intend to use it) use 

water to remove the powder from both sides of the 

piece of Apoxy Sculpt you’ve cut out. The putty will 

not stick to your subject with the powder still on it. 

And of course, like most everything in life, we do 

indeed, learn by doing. You can improve your skill 

with this technique by spending time with it. 

 Another photo included shows what I do 

with left over Apoxy Sculpt. I make rocks out of it 

to use in my small figure bases and for dioramas. 

     Finally, a word about the correct pronunciation 

of the word “Aves”. When I talked via a phone call 

to the daughter of the owner, while placing an or-

der, she explained that you say Aves in two sylla-

bles. So it would rhyme with the word Navies.   
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Anders Heintz 

http://www.avesstudio.com
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From Ed Burgess:  If you are like me, you have built a few armored vehicles that have antennas.  And 

you have broken them off, probably more than once per vehicle.  At a recent club meeting I asked about 

solutions for antennas and got what I thought of as the usual answers:  Stretched sprue is a common an-

swer, as is brass wire.  I once read a post advocating dog whiskers, which have a nice taper and are super 

flexible.  I have tried 0.010-inch carbon fiber rods from Accurate Armour in Scotland, and very much liked 

them for their diameter, flexibility, and ease of cutting (wire cutters).   

  Looking around for another option, preferably cheaper, I checked with a number of purveyors of 

carbon fiber structural pieces with mixed results.  Tubes, both round and square, are common, and rods 

up to an inch in diameter are easy.  Industrial supply houses tend to prefer large orders, though. 

 Unexpectedly I found a product I liked at Hobby Haven in the radio control section.  No idea what 

you use them for in the RC world.  Hobby Haven did not stock .010 but they did have .020 which works 

just fine.  I cut the plastic antennas off the base, leveled the top, and drilled a .021 hole (that's a #76 drill).  

Snipped off a roughly two-inch piece of the rod and filed the ends to a point.  Fits nicely in the hole, trims 
to any length, and cannot be broken by the casual sweep of a cuff.  Also it's a whit easier to see .020 

than .010 so you are less likely to get poked in the eye.   

 Two 36" rods came in a package for $5.77, about a fifth of what a package of five 2" AA rods 

would cost with shipping.  72 inches could do 40 or 50 vehicles, depending on the type of radio, and they 

are easy to tie down if you need to.   

 

 

From Timothy Moran: Here’s a video 

on how to build packs and packs to add 

to your 1:35 armor.  This fits in nicely 

with Rick Brownlee’s article on sculpting 

with Avies putty.  The original is on 

Andy’s Hobby Headquarters You Tube 

channel.   

 

Watch the video by clicking here.  

 

 

Misc Ideas and Wasting time on the web  

Wanted: excess legs from walkers--Star Wars AT-AT or some such.  They would not 

need to be in pristine condition; I'll be tarting them up with wires and other greeblies.  

Thinking of building the attached. Please contact Ed Burgess. 

 

 

Buy, Sell, or Trade 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1mGhhc_TjwY&sns=em


 

Need a club 

polo shirt or 

hat?  contact 

the secretary 

to order.  

 

Want to 

carpool to 

one of these shows?  Bring it 

up at the meeting, or send a 

group message.   

 

Have any ideas for new fea-

tures, or have something to 

contribute? Send it to me.: 

mgerges@kc.rr.com 

 

 

Please volunteer for a demo. Up-

coming demos for the chapter:   

 

September: Judging clinic— join us 
as we discuss the upcoming show, 
review the IPMS judging standards, 
and practice on models from previ-
ous shows.  

October: Mark Gerges will discuss 
the scale effects of light that 
should be taken into account as 

you finish your models. 

 

 

 

 

Meetings:  

third Wednesday of the month 

at the Leavenworth Public Library 

417 Spruce Street, Leavenworth 

IPMS Prison City Modelers 

 17 September 2016: 9th Annual LEAVENWORTH MODEL SHOW, http://

leavenworthmodelersclub.org/contest/ 109 Delaware Street, Leavenworth, KS.  Mark 

Gerges, mgerges@kc.rr.com. (913) 680-0066.  Special theme:  Communist Bloc, 1946-

1991 

5 November 2016: TIGERCON .  Columbia, MO. Central Missouri Scalemodelers, Contact: 

T.Mike Curry - centralmissouriscalemodelers@gmail.com   

 

8 April 2017: SURGICON 23. The Euclid Room, Hy-Vee, Des Moines, Iowa. Central Missouri 

Scale Modelers, Contact: Joe Lotz - jlotz@iowatelecom.net  

Upcoming events : 

W E ’ RE  ON  T HE  WEB—  

HTTP : / /

LEAVENWORTHMODELERSCLUB . ORG /  

A N D  F A CE BOOK !  

HTTPS : / / WWW . FACEBOOK . COM /

P RISON -C ITY-M ODELERS- I PMS-

486355701564636 /  

Club Demo Schedule  
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Thanks Joseph Hrenchir for this timely 

reminder! 
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